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M. Kari Barr
Kari has recently joined Spokane Authors and Self-Publishers. She resides in Medical
Lake and provides editing and other services for writers.
She publishes a quarterly magazine called Intangience, and is often looking for input. If
so, send submissions to bsdottr@gmail.com. (Poems should be no more than two pages. Stories
can range from as little as 100 words to as many as 3000 words.)
Visit Kari at https://www.intangience.net/
Continue below for information about Kari’s books. (Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN codes)

Once Again Tales of Destiny

B07H8Q5CJD 1732140103

Mara was raised by a mother who forbade any talk of magic. This one rule leads to
Mara's denial about all the magical manifestations she sees daily.
At 20 years of age she no longer notices seeing Wind Sprites and
Ogres --until Aerrvin shows up.
Aerrvin is a Fairy Prince on a quest. He has decided to seek
a bride from among the Humans of Seattle. After choosing Mara
as his target, and using old magic, he intends to Transform Mara
from a Human to a Fairy.
Mara reminds herself of the mantra her mother taught,
"Magic is not real." At the same time she encourages her dreams
of flying about each night as a fairy to continue. Eventually, she
seeks counseling to determine what is real.
Meanwhile, Morvayne has been spying on Mara all of her
life. Some of those within the world of the Faire who practice the

art of Dreaming know that she is a central figure in the future of all the world. Morvayne
intends to exploit her for his own gain, which he can only do if she comes to believe in the
reality of the Faire Realms.

They Came From the Sea
B07FDK1VKG 1722744367 (audio) B07GC5WXS2
A fantastical tale of improbable events, reminiscent of
Lovecraft but not . . .
(D. P. Waters, coauthor)

Thinktacular Thoughts

B07GNYD2C4

A young boy uses his imagination to describe how his
thoughts grow. This book helps children to use their own
imaginations and the engaging artwork is delightful.
(Illustrated by Stoyan Dobrev)

Rain on Me: Poetic Frenzy

B07GNVPQX9 1468123378

An exploration of sorrow amidst trials with a touch of light and
hope thrown in.

Arcadium Autum Emporium:
Tales of the Gate Keeper

173214012X

The Gatekeeper has guarded his post for centuries. During this time he
came upon the idea to charge a story for passage through the gate. The
stories often include magic or mysterious powers of one kind or
another.
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